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Trends Study
Our 9th Annual Automotive Customer Experience Trends 
Study of close to 5,000 verified vehicle buyers and service 
customers uncovers new trends in vehicle pre-orders, vehicle 
purchasing, researching, and service habits, communication 
and financing, streaming ads, social media and review site 
usage, and how new technologies impact a consumer’s 
decision to do business with one dealership over another. 
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Introduction
Over the past two years during the pandemic, vehicle buyers and service customers have moved even 
more of their buying and researching online. Because of changes in e-commerce, social-distancing 
mandates, and purchasing behaviors, many consumers are opting to do their shopping, communicating, 
and research from home.  

Our 9th annual study provides insights into these trends, specifically highlighting how limited inventory, 
price, and payment increases, and the need to pre-order new vehicles, has shifted communication 
expectations between dealers, OEMs, and consumers. The study’s findings indicate additional focus  
is needed by dealers to communicate with more timely and relevant information. The facts of the study  
are clear: consumers aren’t getting the information they seek throughout the vehicle shopping, purchase, 
and ownership experience. The study also shows how vital a dealer’s online presence is, and that 
consumers want better online financing options.    

Digital Air Strike has spent the past 12 years working closely with the auto industry and building a 
patented, award-winning suite of customer experience technology solutions to improve the customer 
journey. Those essential tools include: AI-powered lead response and chatbot communication; consumer 
text and social media marketing; and online reputation management.    

We’re proud to present our 9th Annual Automotive Customer Experience Trends Study. The following 
insights and data represent the best and most current automotive buyer and service customer mindset 
regarding social media, review sites, and online engagement in the automotive decision-making process.



About the Study 
Digital Air Strike conducted the study throughout the second, third, and fourth 
quarters of 2021. Our 9th Annual Automotive Customer Experience Trends Study 
surveyed 2,046 vehicle buyers and 2,784 service customers who purchased 
or serviced a vehicle within the previous year. The results were focused on the 
significant buying demographics from consumers 25 to 54 years old. All lead 
sources were considered (internet, walk-in, etc.), with all major U.S. geographic 
regions and domestic and foreign automotive brands represented. The consumer 
survey focuses on what influences vehicle buyers and service customers to choose 
one dealership over another – and the answers might surprise you. 
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Demographics

57% 
MALE

43% 
FEMALE



New Vehicle Pre-Orders are 
Now More Common 
As the economy recovers, inventory challenges persist, impacting the number of 
vehicles available for purchase or lease, only adding to the already pent-up demand 
for new and used vehicles. Consumers are less sensitive to price and are willing to 
switch brands and models.   

Based on the study’s findings, consumers have shown a higher willingness to put 
hundreds, if not thousands of dollars, down for a deposit and wait for the vehicle 
they want at levels never seen before in the history of the auto industry. Here’s 
the gap: most dealers aren’t equipped to provide such levels of ongoing nurturing 
communications to keep consumers updated throughout the weeks, or even 
months, while the vehicle is being built and shipped. Consumers are seeking  
timely updates on the progress of their order. Dealers need technology to help 
nurture prospects longer when they are willing to wait for a pre-order or alternate 
vehicle to become available.
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VEHICLE BUYERS ARE WILLING 
TO PAY DEPOSITS AND WAIT TO 
GET THE VEHICLE THEY WANT. 

71%

27%

50%

Of vehicle buyers waited up to  
3 months to get their vehicle

Of vehicle buyers waited 3 months 
to a year for their vehicle

Of vehicle buyers paid a vehicle 
deposit of $500 or more

INFORMATION THAT WAS INCLUDED 
IN THE COMMUNICATION FROM THE 
DEALERSHIP:

Vehicle delivery time

Delivery process

Vehicle features

85%

45%

25%

20%
of Vehicle Buyers

Say the dealer didn’t 
keep them informed 
about the status of 
their vehicle order.  

OF VEHICLE BUYERS FELT 
SIGNIFICANTLY IMPACTED BY 
THE INVENTORY SHORTAGE. 

1
3

Went to a different 
dealership

Had to wait for the 
vehicle they wanted

OF THOSE AFFECTED: 

Had the dealer order a new 
build from the factory

21% 8%

With lower inventory 
levels in today’s 

market, dealers must 
present alternative 

options to consumers, 
including new and 

used vehicle options.Did not get their first 
choice of vehicle

Purchased a used 
vehicle instead of new

32% 17%

21%

DEALERS NEED TO ENSURE THEIR PRE-ORDER PROCESS INCLUDES A PLAN  
FOR ONGOING COMMUNICATION TO KEEP THEIR CUSTOMERS UPDATED AND 
TO RETAIN VEHICLE DEPOSITS.



With more consumers working and shopping from home, now more than ever there is a need to ensure your virtual 
showroom is as prepared for your online visitors as you are for ups coming into your physical showroom. Online sources 
continue to be the most dominant resource in reaching consumers when making a purchase decision, while ads on 
streaming networks are close behind traditional media sources. Without a solid online presence, consumers are more 
likely to select another dealership for their purchase or service.

Consumers expect to 
access accurate, updated 

information on the first page 
of search results. To meet 

this expectation, dealerships 
should have an updated 

Google Business Profile with 
one place to read reviews and 

frequently asked questions, 
see dealership photos, find 

specials and announcements, 
and have an easy way to 

contact the dealer.

56%

16%

FINANCING

SIGNED PAPERWORK

24%

4%

GOT THE VEHICLE PICKED UP OR 
DROPPED OFF AT THEIR HOME OR OFFICE

COMPLETED A TEST DRIVE

40%
35%

26%

8% 3%11%

No Special 
Offers

High
Prices

Not Enough 
Dealership 

Photos

No Easy 
Way to 
Contact  

Dealership

Bad 
Reviews

No 
Covid-19 
Protocols

CONSUMERS COMPLETED 
MORE OF THE PURCHASE 
PROCESS ONLINE: 

TOP REASONS CONSUMERS DIDN’T CONTACT A DEALERSHIP

Online Research & Interactions 
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CONSUMERS SELECT DEALERS BASED SOLELY ON 
ONLINE SEARCHES AND REVIEWS AT RECORD LEVELS.

of vehicle buyers (up from 88% 
in the prior study), and 87% of 
service customers, said online 

review sites helped in their 
dealership selection process. 

93%

60%

17%

17%

13%

6%

6%

13%

4%

Google

Cars.com

Autotrader.com

Up from prior study

Down from prior study

Edmunds

Yelp

Kelley Blue Book

CarGurus

Facebook

VEHICLE 
BUYERS 

RANK THEIR #1 
SOURCE FOR 
DEALERSHIP 

RESEARCHING 
AND REVIEWS

Twice as many people are pulling the trigger 
quickly on the same day vs. what we’ve seen  

in past years for sales and service.

However, almost 50% are still spending  
one month or longer before they buy, and  

25% spend a few weeks or longer  
to make a service decision.

Because of the inventory shortage,  
consumers don’t have as much time to research 

because vehicles are being sold quickly.  
86% of sales (down from 93% in the prior study) 

and 51% of service (down from 74% for the  
prior study) researched a few days  

or more before selecting a dealership.

Current Study Prior Study

60%
47%

67%

46%

Sales Service



Importance of Reviews 
Reviews are essential in helping consumers decide which dealership they want to work with for sales or service. Based 
on this year’s survey results, more can be done to highlight happy customers and get them to post reviews online after 
they purchase or service a vehicle. According to consumers surveyed, most dealers didn’t even ask for a review even 
though most consumers write positive ones. 

of consumers (up from 38% in the 
prior study) say a 4-or 5-star rating 
influences which dealership they 

choose to do business with.  

DID THE DEALERSHIP ASK YOU TO WRITE  
AN ONLINE REVIEW ABOUT YOUR SALES  
OR SERVICE EXPERIENCE? 

WAS THE REVIEW THE CONSUMER WROTE 
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE?

HOW HELPFUL WERE REVIEW SITES 
IN YOUR DEALERSHIP SELECTION? 

42%
YES

81%
POSITIVE

58%
HELPFUL

29%
YES

88%
POSITIVE

42%
NOT

IMPORTANT

58%
NO

19%
NEGATIVE

71%
NO

12%
NEGATIVE

30%

more service customers (compared 
to prior study) say a dealership’s 
response is the most important 

part of a review.

41%
Sales

Sales

Service

Service
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of consumers say a video from 
a dealership would help in their 

dealership selection. However, only 4% 
of dealerships included a video in their 

responses to consumers.  

Dealer Response 
Response rates from dealers to consumer inquiries continue to underwhelm consumers. The facts are clear: 
dealers are not meeting consumer expectations. And when dealers are responding to inquiries, consumers 
are not getting the information they need in those responses. In today’s world, consumers want their questions 
answered quickly 24/7 or they will reach out to a competitor. Dealers can reach and convert more consumers 
by leveraging digital communication platforms such as texting and online chat.

31%

of consumers (up from 6% in 
prior study) said they didn’t get 
ANY pertinent information from 

the dealership.

41%

IT’S A POLARIZING WORLD… DEALERS ARE 
RESPONDING FASTER, OR NOT AT ALL. 
57% of vehicle buyers say the dealer responded within an hour from the 
initial inquiry (up from 52% in the prior study). However, there’s a huge drop 
from our prior study in the useful information included in those responses.

WHAT INFORMATION DID THE CONSUMERS  
GET FROM A DEALERSHIP? 

52%

80%

26%

45%

17%

37%

13%

23%

4%

Price of Vehicle

Offers and Incentives

Other Vehicle Options

Lease and Finance 
Options

Video of the dealership 
or sales rep

Current Study

Prior Study

2-3X as many vehicle buyers and service customers, compared to prior 
study, say the dealership never responded to their inquiry.



Advertising 
As people watch more movies, TV shows, and sporting events through on-demand streaming channels, dealerships 
must find new ways to reach and connect with consumers through those platforms. Because most commercials 
on streaming services can’t be skipped, more consumers are viewing the advertisement in order to continue their 
programming. Advertising is becoming more diverse, with more options to reach targeted consumers. Dealers now have 
a much lower-priced advertising option with more significant tracking and ROI compared to more expensive traditional 
TV and billboard ads.

WHAT TYPE OF ADVERTISING BENEFITED YOU MORE  
WHEN MAKING A PURCHASE DECISION?

CONSUMERS ALSO FIND HIGH VALUE IN SOCIAL MEDIA ADS:
68% of sales customers (up from 67% in the prior study) and 60% of service customers say  

ads are helpful and show them items and services they’re interested in.

75% of vehicle buyers 
and service customers 
have seen ads while 
streaming content 

70% of consumers 
watched movies, 

sports, and shows on 
streaming platforms

Online
Sources

Traditional 
Media

Text
Messaging

Direct
Mail

Email 
Marketing

Billboards
and Signage

Ads on 
Streaming 
Networks

75%

13%
4% 2% 2% 2% 2%
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Electric Vehicles 
Electric vehicles have increased 4x in popularity from the prior study, and adoption can increase if concerns are addressed. 

Dealers can capitalize on the increased demand for EVs by establishing a process to buy and sell used ones, as well as 
establishing themselves as an authority on EVs, as the OEMs continue to manufacture more electric options.  

WHY CONSUMERS DIDN’T PURCHASE AN EV

DID YOU PURCHASE OR SERVICE AN 
ELECTRIC OR HYBRID VEHICLE? 

IF YOUR ANSWER WAS NO,  
DID YOU CONSIDER PURCHASING  

AN ELECTRIC OR HYBRID?

Female FemaleMale

Weren’t ready  
to buy one yet

Too  
expensive

Range (driving 
distance per charge)

Waiting for new 
models to come out 

Availability

Male

15% 13%11%

38% 25% 24% 8% 6%

14%

85% 86%89% 86%

Yes No Yes No



Engage in online interactions that improve the customer journey. Increase your dealership’s exposure 
with online and streaming ads, social media engagement, online reviews, and custom videos to 
personalize the experience. 

Improve your online experience. Consumers want more online options to communicate, receive 
information, and finalize their purchase. An AI chatbot gives customers instant information 24 hours 
a day. Online credit applications allow customers to take charge of their purchases. Provide online 
options to sign the paperwork, request a test drive, and seek vehicle pick-up or drop-off options.  

THE GOAL IS TO ATTRACT, CONVERT, AND RETAIN MORE CUSTOMERS.  

Turbocharge your marketing game. Improve your marketing strategy with a regularly updated Google Business 
Profile. Promote your special offers, post more dealership photos, and alert consumers of pre-orders and  
newly available inventory. Keep your consumer base loyal and updated so they don’t go elsewhere. 

Increase lead conversion and protect your online presence with reviews. Provide an exceptional customer 
experience, have a process to get positive reviews from happy customers quickly, and respond to all 
reviews. Establish a reputation management strategy that includes promoting your great reviews.

Communicate with effective and timely messaging. Respond to customers quickly, answer all their 
questions, and provide the resources they need to buy and service their vehicle, including special 
offers, pricing, financing, warranties, and pre-order information. If you’re not responding fast 
enough, your competition will be happy to assist. 

5 Key Takeaways

1

3

5

2

4
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AI Chat Messaging engages customers and converts leads 24 hours a day. Sell more with AI-powered Smart 
Assistants that keep your dealership open around the clock. AI asks and answers qualifying questions, 
schedules appointments, and provides hours and location information in the messaging window. 

AI Lead Response converts shoppers into buyers with immediate and ongoing offers and communication.  
The patented lead response software, Response Logix, optimizes responses to all dealer leads, increases  
the visibility of dealership promotions, and delivers customer experiences that sell more vehicles.

Consumer Text Marketing delivers important updates and special offers to all customers through Power Text. 
Add eye-catching images, videos, and GIFs to text messages for even more engagement. 

Credit-to-Vehicle Matching prequalifies customers, matches vehicles to buyers, and maximizes profits. 
Streamline the buying process for all customers with Credit Logix. Create a better and faster buying  
process that helps all customers, including those with less-than-perfect credit. 

Targeted Digital Advertising delivers the right message to the right person at the right time. Stream your 
ads to a highly-targeted audience with Amazon streaming ads. Use Amazon’s first-party data, world-class 
audience insights, and the dealer’s CRM data to reach this highly-targeted consumer group with ads that 
can’t be skipped.

Inventory Merchandising supercharges the dealer’s inventory strategy to drive targeted shoppers to available 
vehicles. Efficiently merchandise vehicles and generate the highest quality customers. Exceed vehicle sales 
goals while delivering a superior customer shopping experience. 

Online Reputation Management combines award-winning survey and review technology to look better online 
and conquer the competition. A team of online reputation experts actively monitors, improves, and manages 
the dealership’s online presence. Get actionable feedback from customers and make it easy for customers 
to respond positively. 

Sales Enablement Solutions blend technology and an experienced team to efficiently convert sales and 
service opportunities for dealers. The solution brings together lead response and follow-up technology, AI-
powered messaging technology, video engagement, and lead response.

Search and Social Media Marketing melds award-winning search and fully-managed social media 
marketing to get dealers found on Google to engage consumers online. 

Social Recruiting uses social media to recruit top talent. The total solution optimizes job listings posted to 
100+ career sites, incorporates employee surveys to improve retention, and generates positive employee 
reviews. The solution also recruits the right talent with targeted job posts on Facebook and Google.

Video Lead Engagement provides easy-to-use technology that records, sends, and tracks videos. Custom 
videos communicate with consumers and showcase the dealer’s business.

AWARD-WINNING CX TECHNOLOGY AND TEAM OF INDUSTRY EXPERTS 
DELIVER AN UNFAIR ONLINE ADVANTAGE TO OVER 7,700 DEALERSHIPS.



Digital Air Strike  
is the leading social media, intelligent lead response, and consumer engagement 
technology company helping over 7,700 businesses increase consumer response 
and conversions leveraging patented AI-powered digital technology that generates 
measurable ROI.  
 
A pioneer in digital response, social media marketing technology, and online reputation 
management solutions, Digital Air Strike deploys industry-specific mobile apps, software, 
intelligent messaging, and consumer engagement platforms to monitor, respond, 
improve, and convert more consumers into customers. Digital Air Strike partners with 
thousands of businesses in the U.S., Canada, and 32 countries across the globe, and 
works with seven of the largest automotive manufacturers. 

More information is available at  digitalairstrike.com and facebook.com/digitalairstrike. 

 888-713-8958  |  DigitalAirStrike.com 


